
 

 

From the Desk of the ALA President – Steve Rossetti 

 

 

Quotes of note 

  

“Smaller grocery chains have the same economic leverage from a cost standpoint that we 

have.”  Rodney McMullen, Kroger CEO at a November 29 Senate hearing on Kroger’s 

planned merger with Albertsons.   

“…the price freeze was intended to ensure that, regardless of any cost increases that we may have 

processed, we don’t take a retail increase at a time when our patrons working hard to manage their 

budgets.”  Rich Honiball NEXCOM EVP, Global Chief Merchandising & Marketing Officer 

announcing major efforts by NEXCOM to hold the line on price increases to Navy families 

distressed by inflation.   

“We are now witnessing a determined end-around of the legislative process for the NDAA to 

merely survive as it has for the last 61 years of being enacted annually into law. With no 

Senate floor time available and the clock ticking, HASC and SASC members and staff have 

been “pre-conferencing” a solution acceptable to both sides. This package will include 

adjudicating the House-passed version and the SASC bill that never passed the Senate. The 

goal is to achieve a deal as soon as possible to allow votes on final passage to take place 

before the end of the Congress.” Defense analyst.  

“The Federal Acquisition Regulation, and associated policies contain thousands of pages of 

sometimes contradictory requirements that make full compliance nearly impossible,” it said. “The 

procurement process can take so long that contracts are often overcome by events before 

completion.  The result is a stifling of innovation that can’t be capitalized on fast enough and 

barriers to entry for companies.”  Bidscale report.   
 

"We know that this is just a single five-day period throughout the 60 days ... between November 1 

and December 31. But we believe it continues to be a good indicator ... of the overall health of the 

consumer and the economy — and I think a predictor of continued behavior."   NRF chief Matt 

Shay.   



 

"We view a little bit of inflation as always good in our business and we would expect to be able to 

pass that through."  Rodney McMullen, Kroger CEO. 

“The way we look as CPG companies—as a partnership and how we work together to reduce 

costs.  For the model in which we operated, we have found this successful.”  Rodney McMullen, 

Kroger CEO at a November 29 Senate hearing on Kroger’s planned merger with 

Albertsons.   

"We are in Europe -- our proximity to Ukraine is absolutely having an impact on the cost of goods 

and groceries.”  Military spouse at Ramstein AFB.   

“And man, do I have fun with the customers. I love them. … I’m really, really going to miss the 

customers. But I do have lots of pictures I’ve taken through the years, and I’ll be able to sit down, 

go through my albums and reminisce.”   Lucy Hennigar, an AAFES associate who has spent 62 

years and her entire Exchange career working at McClellan AFB.   

“…I wanted to first and foremost take the opportunity to wish you and your families the warmest 

and healthiest of holidays and to thank you for your partnership over the last year. As many 

challenges as we have faced, your support helps us to achieve our mission of serving the most 

deserving customers in the world.”  Rich Honiball NEXCOM EVP, Global Chief 

Merchandising & Marketing Officer. 

“We must break this pattern of extensive inaction,” Austin wrote in the letters. We can’t 

outcompete China with our hands tied behind our back three, four, five or six months of every fiscal 

year. Since I unveiled our National Defense Strategy in March, I have found strong support for it in 

Congress, in our force, across America and with our allies and partners. Our FY 2023 budget was 

designed precisely to make that strategy real. But we can’t implement that strategy unless and until 

the budget is funded.”  Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin in a November 29 letter to 

Congress.   

“What we’re witnessing at DeCA is quite remarkable.  Methodically with a consistent cadence, 

they are transforming the commissary benefit.  Everything from expanded store hours and 

opening Monday’s, consumer friendly apps and IT, curbside and delivery, improved frequent 

category reviews, collaboration and transparency, more aggressive promotions, expanded 

patronage, increased sales, renewed focus and commitment on the customer, fueled 

store/zone/region/HQ momentum, Defense mission and food security leadership, streamlined 

customer payment processes, reinvigorated rewards, price roll-backs, health and nutrition 

leadership—simply remarkable.”  EURPAC’s Alex Sizemore, Chairman of the ALA Board.   

“Inflation, to put it gently, is wreaking havoc on our entire economy but not on the grocery 

industry, it appears.”  Senator Mike Lee (R-Utah) at a Senate hearing on the planned 

Kroger/Albertsons merger.  

  



“Kroger currently is ranked fourth in total revenue among U.S. grocery retailers behind Walmart, 

Amazon, and Costco.  A combined Kroger and Albertsons will remain at number four.”  Rodney 

McMullen, Kroger CEO at a November 29 Senate hearing on Kroger’s planned merger with 

Albertsons.   

“I think [the Exchange] did a phenomenal job. I couldn’t be more proud of you guys, and I just 

want to thank you right here for all the support you’ve given to the base.  I think you’re going to get 

a return on investment, not only financially but in the morale of all these men and women who 

serve our country.” Capt. Mark McClean, the Fort Worth NASJRB Texas base commanding 

officer on the remodeling of their exchange.   

“Grocery chains with anticompetitive buyer power can demand treatment from suppliers that 

suppliers can’t afford to give to everyone. Remember, many food and consumer good suppliers 

have thin margins, too. To afford the treatment that their dominant customers demand, they have to 

shift those costs to customers who don’t have the power to make take-it-or-leave it offers to their 

suppliers. It’s like pushing down on one side of a waterbed. Pressure on one side just shifts the 

water to the other side of the bed.  

In September 2020 when I was struggling to get any supply for certain products on my shelves, 

Walmart sent a letter to suppliers demanding 98 percent on time, in full deliveries and threatened a 

penalty of 3 percent of the cost of goods sold on suppliers that failed to comply. So, suppliers did 

what they had to do to keep their lights on, they kept Walmart happy and passed the bill on to the 

independent grocer and the American consumer. In the current cycle of food price inflation and 

ongoing supply chain disruptions, this problem has only worsened. Again, just like a waterbed, 

power buyers’ squeeze on suppliers meant they had no choice but to limit product offerings and 

demand inflationary increases on their smaller customers. For us, inflation and supply chain 

challenges represent a threat to our business and our customers. For dominant chains, it 

represents an opportunity to gain even more market share.  

• Price Discrimination—Price discrimination has taken many forms where we miss out on price 

promotions or packaging with a lower per unit cost. It also comes in the form of less favorable 

payment terms. For example, certain power buyers demand and receive “scan-based payment” 

terms for suppliers, meaning they only pay once a product has been scanned for final sale to a 

customer. Meanwhile, we pay for products upon receipt (or within a fixed period), shifting the risk 

that a product sits on the shelves to me. These terms provide significant advantages for dominant 

retailers, who in effect receive free credit on their purchases and can stock a greater diversity of 

products, without taking on any risk that the products will take time to sell or will not sell at all.  

• Package discrimination—Certain package sizes or promotional packaging is only offered to 

certain grocers, but not independents like myself. Some manufacturers have stopped supplying 

large package size version of products—that consumers associate with greater value—to 

independent grocers while providing them to big box retailers or club stores. In addition, dollar 

stores use its buyer power to demand “cheater size” products, which include smaller amounts in a 

package that can then be sold at a lower price. These “cheater size” products create a false 

impression among consumers that they are paying a lower price for the same product they see at 

independent grocers.”   Testimony of Michael Needler, CEO Fresh Encounter, Inc. on behalf 



of the National Grocers Association, Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on 

Competition Policy, Antitrust, and Consumer Rights November 29, 2022  

By the numbers 

  

33 percent---Grocery share of regional small grocers, compared to 25 percent a couple of 

years ago.  This according to Rodney McMullen, Kroger CEO at a November 29 Senate 

hearing on Kroger’s planned merger with Albertsons.   

10.4 percent—Eurozone inflation, down from 10.6 percent.   

21 percent—Page growth in the Federal Acquisition Regulations since 1995.  The FAR’s 

length is now equal to the entire Harry Potter series.   

173 percent—YoY Gas price increase in Germany.   

$45 billion—Increase in Pentagon spending levels above the President’s budget for a total of 

$847 billion in FY 2023.   

8—Air Force Lodges that are closing.   

38,000--Supermarkets across the country. 

5 million—Grocery employees.   

$24 billion—Grocery industry spend on COVID-19 safety.   

62--Years of AAFES Service Lucy Hennigar, an AAFES associate who has spent her entire 

Exchange career working at McClellan AFB.   

  

It’s a date 

NEXCOM Vendor Town Hall meetings:  

·     Wednesday, January 11th 1:30pm to 3:00pm EST  

·     Thursday, January 12th 10:00am to 11:30am EST 

The events will feature business trends (in this case, a high-level holiday overview), updates on 

key projects and strategies, and an initial look at NEXCOM’s  2023 strategic direction.  

  

Defense bill imminent with major resale consequences.  We expect the FY 2023 defense bill to 

be filed within the next few days.  We are anxiously awaiting the outcome of negotiations on major 

provisions that will affect resale programs, including restrictions on China-made products in 

exchanges, lodging privatization, commissary funding and much more.  We’ll report on the 

outcome as we get it. 

  



The good news is that the negotiators have gone to the highest denominator on overall defense 

spending levels, at $45 billion above what the President requested. This leaves room for 

commissary funding and exchange pandemic and minimum wage relief funding.   

  

The final defense topline, is ultimately up to congressional appropriators. Lawmakers, however, 

remain mired in omnibus negotiations and the federal government is operating under a stopgap 

continuing resolution that expires Dec. 16. Congress will need to reach a spending deal or pass 

an extension before then to avoid a government shutdown. 

  

As a result, we are now witnessing a determined end-around of the legislative process for the 

NDAA to merely survive as it has for the last 61 years of being enacted annually into law. 

With no Senate floor time available and the clock ticking, HASC and SASC members and 

staff have been “pre-conferencing” a solution acceptable to both sides. This package will 

include adjudicating the House-passed version and the SASC bill that never passed the Senate. 

The goal is to achieve a deal as soon as possible to allow votes on final passage to take place 

before the end of the Congress. 

  

Additionally, the White House is seeking $38 billion in emergency supplemental funding for 

Ukraine, with $21 billion for the Defense Department.  

Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin told Congress in a letter this week that the Pentagon needs a full 

FY-23 appropriations package passed by the end of the calendar year. 

  

“Failure to do so will result in significant harm to our people and our programs and would cause 

harm to our national security and our competitiveness,” Austin said. 

  

NEX Retail Price Freeze aimed at Navy family inflation relief. NEXCOM is holding the line on 

price increases in November and December in an effort to aid Navy families. Rich Honiball, EVP, 

Global Chief Merchandising & Marketing Officer announced the initiative in an industry-wide 

release.  “NEX As each of you are acutely aware, the economic and inflation trends over the last 

several months have put continued pressure on our costs and our retail prices. I am proud of the fact 

that our buyers, when agreeing to cost increases, often held off on raising retail prices for thirty to 

sixty days and when taking a retail increase, have worked to ensure that our prices remain below 

our competition. This is not only our mission, but of critical importance to our military patrons as 

they are often the hardest hit by inflation. With this in mind, I have asked that we hold on ANY 

retail price increases through November and December.” 

  

Honiball said that "the price freeze was intended to ensure that, regardless of any cost increases that 

we may have processed, we don’t take a retail increase at a time when our patrons working hard to 

manage their budgets. This will also take pressure off our stores during a critical time of the year. 

In January, we will reevaluate where we have taken cost increases but not impacted retail pricing 

and take action on a case-by-case basis. This will have an impact on our margin, but it is the right 
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thing to do, and I would ask that as we enter 2023, we find ways to bring costs down and ensure 

that we are offering the best possible value. “ 

 "NEXCOM’s Retail Brand Partnerships and Private Brands initiatives continue to show double 

digit increases and where we have been able to demonstrate real savings from outside competitors 

and feature “Military Exclusive” pricing and products, we have seen significant patron interest and 

growth.” We are currently working on new ways to elevate how we communicate this in our stores, 

in our marketing and online. When we meet in January, we will put more form around our strategy 

with regards to showcasing “Military Exclusive”, but before then, we’d like your thoughts on what 

opportunities and ideas you have to increase what we are able to offer and how we can call this 

out", Honiball said. 

And plans are well underway for NEXCOM’s 77th Birthday, Honiball said.   “We are already hard 

at work developing the theme for our 77th Birthday this coming April! One of our focuses will be 

on innovation and relationships and the benefit that both have in serving our patrons. Many of you 

have supported the Navy Exchange for decades, your brands part of our original assortments!, 

Honiball added.  

 

DeCA sales shoot up $13.48 percent YoY November as inflation-stressed military seek 

grocery price haven.  Transactions are up 8.08 percent.  This brings the YTD sales increase figure 

to nearly 112 percent with a YTD 6.31 percent transaction rise.    

  

Resale Roundup-October 2022 ($ in thousands) * 

  

Service October 22 October 21      Diff.    FY22 YTD            Diff. 

AAFES $625,010      $616,414   +1.4%    $6,193,645          +4.3% 

  

NEXCOM 174,495     181,177    -3.7%      1,744,232          +0.0%               

  

MCX      73,237          70,018   +4.6%         717,290          +8.6% 

  

VCS       31,786          29,167   +9.0%         279,742          +2.9% 

  

CGX       18,768          16,804 +11.8%         183,471        +13.8% 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________ 

TOTAL $923,296            $913,580 +1.1%         $9,118,380  +3.9%     

(exchanges) 

  

Service October 22 October 21      Diff.    FY23 YTD            Diff. 

DeCA  $375,977      $346,461   +8.5%       $375,977          +8.5% 

  

  



FISCAL YEAR 2022 YEAR-END TOTALS ($ in thousands) ** 

              FY 2022 Sales         FY 2021 Sales   
Diff. 

DeCA     $4,155,151            $4,026,927     
+3.2%                    

  

Exchanges $9,118,380         $8,778,177    
 +3.9% 

  

Total       $13,273,531        $12,805,104    +3.7%                    

  

**DeCA Fiscal Year 2022 ended Sept. 30, 2022. The exchange systems’ Fiscal Year 2022 ends 

around Feb. 2, 2023. All other conditions applying to sales and store totals are as described in the 

Resale Roundup chart. 

  

Congressional action to avert rail strike.  President Biden on Monday called on Congress to pass 

legislation to avert a rail shutdown before Dec. 9, warning of major disruptions to the U.S. 

economy if lawmakers don’t act.  The House passed the measure on November 30 and the Senate is 

expected to act this coming week.  In response to Biden’s call, Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) 

said in a statement, “This week, the House will take up a bill adopting the Tentative Agreement — 

with no poison pills or changes to the negotiated terms — and send it to the Senate.” 

Continued stopgap funding measures disrupting defense.  Failure to get a year-long 

appropriations for defense is resulting in “significant harm to our people and our programs and 

would cause harm to our national security and our competitiveness,” Defense Secretary Lloyd 

Austin wrote Sunday in a series of letters to Democratic leaders and top Democratic appropriators.,  

“We must break this pattern of extensive inaction,” Austin wrote in the letters. “We can’t 

outcompete China with our hands tied behind our back three, four, five or six months of every 

fiscal year. Since I unveiled our National Defense Strategy in March, I have found strong support 

for it in Congress, in our force, across America and with our allies and partners. Our FY 2023 

budget was designed precisely to make that strategy real. But we can’t implement that strategy 

unless and until the budget is funded.” 

If Congress doesn’t pass an omnibus spending bill this year to fully fund the federal government, it 

would result in “significant harm to our people and our programs and would cause harm to our 

national security and our competitiveness,” Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin wrote Sunday in a 

series of letters to Democratic leaders and top Democratic appropriators.   

Since the fiscal year ended in September, DOD and all other agencies have been operating under a 

continuing resolution that expires Dec. 16. House and Senate appropriators are trying to negotiate a 

package deal on all 12 spending bills but may have to resort to another CR – for a week or longer; 

some Republicans have said they want to push the spending bills into next year when they’ll have 

control of the House, as Military Times reported. 

In memoriam.  Congressman Donald McEachin (D-Va.), 61.    A dear friend of military families 

and supporter of their quality of life including the commissary and exchange benefits.  
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Said Speaker Nancy Pelosi: “It is with great sadness that I join Virginians tonight in mourning the 

loss of Congressman Donald McEachin: a tireless champion for Virginia families and a force for 

economic opportunity and environmental justice. 

“For two decades, Congressman McEachin was a distinguished leader on climate in Richmond: 

serving in both the House of Delegates and the State Senate.  A respected voice on the Energy and 

Commerce and Natural Resources Committees, he advocated to lower costs, expand broadband 

access, and protect families from gun violence.  His many contributions to our Select Committee on 

the Climate Crisis helped lay the essential groundwork for our climate action over the last two 

years, especially the important progress toward environmental justice.  

“Congressman McEachin understood that every family — whether in the East End of Richmond or 

any community across America — deserves clean air, clean water, and a healthy planet.  He will be 

deeply missed by his colleagues, and he leaves behind a legacy that will improve the lives of all our 

children for generations to come.  May it be a comfort to his loving wife Colette, their dear children 

Mac, Briana and Alexandra, grandchild Gael and the entire McEachin family that so many join 

them in mourning during this sad time.” 

The Virginia Democrat had been battling cancer since 2013, his chief of staff, Tara Rountree, said 

in a statement. He was 61. 

“Valiantly for years now, we have watched him fight and triumph over the secondary effects of his 

colorectal cancer from 2013,” Rountree said. “Tonight, he lost that battle.” 

 

AAFES Associate Retires After 62 Years of Service.  ALA’s Larry Lapka reports.  Lucy 

Hennigar, an Army & Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) associate who has spent her entire 

Exchange career working at McClellan AFB, recently announced her retirement … which is not an 

uncommon act, but it holds special significance because she is retiring after 62 years of service 

 

Her long Exchange career is about to come to an end as the McClellan store — which has remained 

in operation for more than 20 years after the base closed in 2001 — is scheduled to close on Nov. 

26. 

 

Western Region Senior Vice President Ronny Rexrode recently presented Chief Operating Officer 

(COO) and Western Region challenge coins to Hennigar, who is still known at McClellan for her 

energy and her strong work ethic. 

 

“The thing that hit me with her is her outlook on life,” Rexrode said. “Her outlook on life is 

refreshing. She’s 87 years old, she brags about having only missed five days of work, she has a 

huge smile on her face and a real big pep in her step.”  While Hennigar and some other fellow 

McClellan associates are retiring with benefits, others are PCSing to available vacant positions at 

California’s Beale AFB and Travis AFB BXs. 

 

Hennigar celebrated her 62nd year as an AAFES associate on Oct. 8. To put her AAFES career into 

proper perspective, when Hennigar started her AAFES assignment in the fall of 1960, the movie 

“Spartacus” had just been released, “The Andy Griffith Show” had just begun its eight-season run 



on CBS, and among the top songs on the music charts was “Itsy Bitsy Teenie Weenie Yellow Polka 

Dot Bikini” by Brian Hyland.  Hennigar had been working for a sewing machine company in the 

Sacramento, Calif., area when the company wanted to transfer her to another city. She told the 

company she wouldn’t move because she had children, so she lost the job. 

 

After she’d been home for a couple of months, her husband, a retired Air Force staff sergeant, told 

her that the BX on the then-active McClellan Air Force Base was hiring, and suggested she check it 

out. “The next morning, I went over and filled out some forms and papers,” Hennigar said. “They 

asked me a few questions, and then they told me, ‘Go to the BX because you’re hired.’ That’s how 

fast I got hired” — and remained working at the base’s BX for the next 62 years. 

Hennigar worked in every department at McClellan except for customer service. She said she has 

enjoyed every moment at the store and has so many good memories. 

 

Although Hennigar did briefly leave after about 30 years only to return to work at the BX, she said 

that she never officially retired because, “I liked the job. I liked the people. It was a job that I 

enjoyed doing, and I was brought up that when you do a job, you do the best you can. 

 

“I’ve gotten along with all the managers. I get along with all the associates. And man, do I have fun 

with the customers. I love them. … I’m really, really going to miss the customers. But I do have 

lots of pictures I’ve taken through the years, and I’ll be able to sit down, go through my albums and 

reminisce.”  Asked about her retirement plans, Hennigar quipped, “I’ve got a lot of work at home to 

do.” She is leaving without regret  “AAFES has been very, very, very good to me,” she said. “I 

can’t say enough about it.” 

  

AAFES Exchange Unveils Upgraded Express.  ALA’s Larry Lapka reports.   AAFES celebrated 

the completion of a more than $2.5 million upgrade at NASJRB Fort Worth, Texas to the base’s 

Express, reopening the store after a nearly year-long closure for the renovations.  

Capt. Mark McClean, the base’s commanding officer, helped Exchange officials — including Chief 

Operating Officer (COO) Jason Rosenberg, Senior Vice President of Real Estate Mike Smietana, 

West Central Region Vice President (VP) Stephanie Burns and Exchange General Manager (GM) 

Kelly Tolefree-Sarmiento — cut the ribbon on the 2,800-square-foot convenience store on Nov. 

29.  

“The Exchange is always looking for ways to improve service to the service members and families 

who sacrifice so much to serve this nation,” Rosenberg said. “We are excited to bring these new 

conveniences and amenities to the NASJRB community.”  

In addition to new fixtures and graphics, upgraded beverage coolers and polished concrete floors, 

the Express now features Hunt Brothers Pizza and Eddie Peppers quick-serve programs; an 

expanded Snack Avenue; self-checkout registers and an expanded retail sales floor including a 

selection of sports nutrition offerings.  

The Express’ fuel pumps have also been revamped and rebranded, now offering top tier-certified 

Valero branded fuel.  

“I think [the Exchange] did a phenomenal job. I couldn’t be more proud of you guys, and I just 

want to thank you right here for all the support you’ve given to the base,” McClean said. “I think 



you’re going to get a return on investment, not only financially but in the morale of all these men 

and women who serve our country.”  

Construction for the upgrade was funded by Exchange earnings, with 100-percent of Exchange 

earnings supporting the military community, 

Nearly half of the Senate Republican caucus is threatening to block the annual defense 

authorization bill unless Congress agrees to abolish the military’s coronavirus vaccine mandate for 

troops and reinstate all those dismissed under the policy. 

Robert Storch confirmed by Senate to serve as the Defense Department inspector general in a 92-3 

vote, making him the first Senate-confirmed official to assume the role since Jon Rymer left the 

post in January 2016. 

With Storch’s confirmation, nine more Pentagon nominees remain held up on the Senate floor, 

including the nominee for Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower and Reserve Affairs.   If 

the Senate does not act on them before the end of the year, their nominations will return to the 

Armed Services Committee in January, further slowing the confirmation process. 

  

Commissary Unveils New Grocery Pickup App as Service Continues to Be 

Free.  The commissary's grocery pickup program now has a dedicated shopping app aimed at 

making it easier for users to place orders on mobile devices. The curbside program, known as 

Click2Go, is available in all 235 commissary locations worldwide and currently doesn't carry an 

additional cost for use after that $5 fee was eliminated in 2021, Military.com reports.   
  

In the past, online ordering has been available only via the Defense Commissary Agency (DeCA) 

website. But when used on mobile phones, that shopping system was difficult to navigate, slow to 

load and periodically crashed, leading to user frustration. The app, rolled out early this month, aims 

to improve that user experience. Users can download the free app via their specific device's app 

store and sign-in using their current commissaries.com login information. New accounts can also 

be created through the app. Account registration requires a user's DoD ID number, which can be 

found on military IDs or the DS Logon system. 

Allowing the app to access mobile location information will make it pinpoint the user's nearest 

military commissary. From there, shoppers can browse groceries, add coupons to their account and 

walk through pickup scheduling and checkout. The store's typical 5% order surcharge required by 

law applies to online orders and is reflected in the total at checkout. 

The commissary's mobile shopping system has a few notable differences from shopping in person 

or using a pickup service at an off-base civilian store. 

For example, in-person commissary shoppers can use paper coupons, while mobile customers can 

only use the digital selection offered via the app or commissary rewards card. And because 

Click2Go orders are fulfilled by commissary employees who are federal workers, cash tips are not 

expected or even permitted. That’s in contrast to commissary baggers inside the store who are not 

federal employees and work for tips only. 
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Unlike many off-base stores, mobile order product substitutions at the commissary come with the 

price tag of the new item, even if it's more expensive than the one originally ordered. Some civilian 

stores instead charge whichever price is lower if the product selected by the shopper is unavailable. 

Commissary shoppers can elect to allow or block substitutions while placing their order, and 

ultimately reject substitutions at time of pickup if desired. 

Meanwhile, the commissary also updated a portion of its payment system to allow shoppers to use 

the Military Star Card, which earns rewards in the form of Exchange gift cards, to pay for some 

online orders. That line of credit, managed through the Army and Air Force Exchange Service 

(AAFES) has been accepted at both exchanges and for in-person shopping at commissary stores 

since late 2017, but not for online orders. Now, the card can be used for orders via the website only 

-- not via the app. A commissary spokesman said they do not have an estimated date for when it 

will expand to the app. 

FFV contract.  Brothers Produce Inc., Houston, Texas, awarded by DLA $285,150,000 contract for 

fresh fruit and vegetables. Performance completion date is Nov. 27, 2027. Using customers are 

Army, Air Force, Coast Guard, Marine Corps, Navy and Department of Agriculture schools and 

reservations.  

Ramstein Five Guys.  AAFES celebrated the grand opening of its first Five Guys restaurant at 

Ramstein Air Base. 

Brig. Gen. Otis C. Jones, 86th Airlift Wing commander and Chief Master Sgt. Charmaine N. 

Kelley, 86th Airlift Wing command chief; joined Col. Don Nowlin, Exchange Europe/Southwest 

Asia/Africa region commander; Jennifer Jordan, Kaiserslautern Military Community Center 

Exchange general manager and Five Guys Managing Director Joerg Gilcher to cut the ribbon on 

Nov. 25. 

“This has been a collaborative effort between the Exchange and Five Guys to make this happen,” 

Nowlin said. “We are very excited to be bringing this to our military community.” 

A line of customers went out the door and wrapped along the parking lot, waiting patiently for their 

taste of Five Guys. Laura Gaines, an Air Force spouse who got up early to wait in line for the Black 

Friday deals at the KMCC Exchange, said she was looking forward to having a Five Guys milk 

shake. 

“I’m very excited they’ve opened one [Five Guys] on base,” said Gaines. “It really is a taste of 

home.” 

Airman 1st Class Rene Flores, a vehicle maintainer with 86th Vehicle Readiness Squadron, said he 

is looking forward to having the fries. 

“I’m glad there’s another restaurant on base that I like,” Flores said. “It’s another place to hang out 

for us.” 

NEXCOM NCTRF Helps Women to Get Uniforms Properly Fit.  ALA’s Larry Lapka 

reports.  NEXCOM’s Navy Clothing & Textile Research Facility (NCTRF) held a Female Size 

Standardization fit evaluation at NAS North Island, Calif. from Oct. 31 to Nov. 4.  
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During the event, 100 women Sailors volunteered to have their measurements taken and tried on 

several prototype uniforms to collect data, with the ultimate objective of establishing a consistent 

fit for uniforms in the future. 

“Over the past four years, we have been working with anthropometric data on current female body 

types/sizes and clothing industry experts to update the patterns to reflect an accuracy in the 

development of a new Navy fit type and sizing for women Sailors,” said Dr. Brianna Plummer, 

supervisory textile technologist, Design & Testing Group at NCTRF.  

She explained, “The ultimate goal of this effort is to update all uniform patterns to create a better fit 

that requires fewer alterations and resulting in the commonality of sizing across all uniform items.” 

During the fit evaluation, Sailors worked individually with NCTRF clothing designers and textile 

technologists to have their measurements documented.  

Sailors then tried on multiple dress uniform items, including two over-blouse prototype design 

concepts in the new sizing system, to be worn with Summer White and Service Dress Blue 

uniforms.   

“The data gathered during the West Coast fit evaluation, along with the data gathered from 

previous fit evaluations, will significantly contribute to the direction of our research,” Plummer 

noted.  

“It was important that we had a wide diversity of female body types and sizes documented, so we 

would have a complete view of today’s women Sailors,” she added. “NEXCOM is committed to 

providing certified, high-quality Navy uniforms with a focus on continuing improvements to fit, 

comfort, design and durability.” 

This West Coast fit evaluation was the third and final one to collect instrumental data to assess the 

fit, comfort, and consistency of sizes based on prototyped construction features.  

NEXCOM’s two previous fit tests were held in Virginia Beach, Va., in 2019 and in Norfolk, Va., in 

July 2022. 

  

McClellan AFB AAFES outlet closes.  The only base exchange in the Sacramento California area 

has closed, “upsetting many veterans,” Military.com reported. McClellan Air Force Base closed via 

BRAC in 2001, but the Army and Air Force Exchange Service maintained a presence there until 

last weekend. “The absence of a military mission, combined with significant decreases in customer 

demand, requires the closure,” AAFES spokesman Chris Ward said. Sacramento-area vets can travel 

about an hour to shop exchange stores at Beale Air Force Base, California or Travis Air Force 

Base, California. 

Kuwait base support contract.  Kellogg Brown and Root Services Inc., Houston, Texas, was 

awarded a $139, 198, 905 for base operations support services at Naval Support Activity (NSA), 

Kingdom of Bahrain.  
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Utility and gas price woes persist in Europe.  Military families stationed across Germany are 

seeing massive hikes in their utility bills caused by the conflict in Ukraine as their Pentagon-

provided cost-of-living allowance has continued to decrease, causing significant financial strain 

around the holiday season, Stars and Stripes reports.   

The Pentagon announced in May that there would be a reduction in the overseas cost-of-living 

allowance, known as COLA, for families in the Kaiserslautern Military Community starting June 1 

because prices in the continental U.S. are now more expensive than those in Germany. 

While families were first told the decrease would be only 10 points, it has dropped by 18 index 

points since April, according to a COLA calculator provided by a military spouse. 

For example, a staff sergeant with one dependent has seen their cost-of-living allowance go from 

nearly $24 a day down to $6 a day -- or from about $356 a paycheck to $89 a paycheck -- since 

January. 

Additionally, gas prices have risen by an average of 173% in Germany from the prior year, 

according to price comparison portal Check24, because of Russia's invasion of Ukraine earlier this 

year and reduced gas supplies to Europe from the Nord Stream 1 pipeline. Similarly, Check24 

found electricity prices for an average household have increased around 41%. 

These price hikes are hitting military families during the holiday season. 

"We are in Europe -- our proximity to Ukraine is absolutely having an impact on the cost of goods 

and groceries," one military spouse at Ramstein Air Base, who spoke on condition of anonymity for 

fear of reprisal, told Military.com on Wednesday. "There's no food pantry on base, and there are 

families who are already struggling to make ends meet going into the holiday season.” 

In May, the 86th Airlift Wing out of Ramstein issued a press release addressing the COLA cut 

announcement. 

"Senior leaders are aware that this is poor timing for a reduction in rate, and are working to 

determine a way forward," Lt. Col. Micah Neece, the 86th Comptroller Squadron commander at 

Ramstein, said in the May 17 press release. 

Officials also said in the May release that "when the strength of the dollar increases against the 

euro, and as the cost of goods in the U.S. rise compared to the cost of goods in the Kaiserslautern 

Military Community, service members can expect COLA payments to decrease." 

But little information has since been communicated to families about actions taken to alleviate the 

financial burden, according to spouses. A Facebook Live question-and-answer session was 

broadcast on the 86th Airlift Wing Command Chief's page on Sept. 30, and was filled with 

complaints about the economic situation from commenters. 

With approximately 50,000 service members and families, Kaiserslautern is the largest military 

community outside the continental U.S. It's made up of Force facilities located at Ramstein, 

Einsiedlerhof, Pirmasens, Vogelweh and Kapaun Air Station, along with Army facilities at 
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Sembach, Kleber, Panzer and Daenner Kasernen; Landstuhl; Kirchberg; Miesau Depot; 

Kaiserslautern Industrial Center; Rhine Ordnance; and Pulaski Barracks. 

Cost-of-living rates are, in part, determined by input from service members and their families. The 

most recent increase in the Kaiserslautern Military Community was based on a survey from the fall 

of 2021, well before Russia's invasion of Ukraine and widespread inflation in the U.S. 

Additionally, spouses told Military.com that the survey came amid the Afghanistan evacuation, 

when service members were working around the clock to relocate and transport refugees. 

Some military families are trying to find relief by flocking to on-base housing, where heating and 

water bills are covered. As a result, the wait list for on-base housing in the Kaiserslautern Military 

Community has climbed 57%, according to a report from Stars & Stripes. 

Military families will see some relief from the German government starting as soon as next month. 

Utility subsidies will retroactively be paid to German residents in December, January and February 

as full measures go into effect in March, according to Bloomberg News. 

Gas prices will stop at 12 cents per kilowatt hour for 80% of consumption, based on last year's 

usage. Power prices will be capped at 40 cents, Bloomberg News reported. Those caps will be in 

place through April 2024 

As ALA works on simplifying NAF and Federal contract compliance, there are increasing 

calls for making procurement regulations simpler.  As the cost of contract compliance rises and 

companies complain about being intimidated by Government contracting rules, there are increasing 

calls for simplifications.   

  

The Federal Acquisition Regulation, the principal set of rules that steer $600 billion each year in 

federal contracting, is as long as the entire Harry Potter series combined — and arguably less 

enchanting. 

As in the case of J.K. Rowling’s hit novels, length is not necessarily a bad thing. When it comes to 

the words that dictate what and how the government can buy goods and services, less is more, 

according to a report by Bidscale, a market-intelligence company that offers software to help 

accelerate federal contracts. 

“The Federal Acquisition Regulation, and associated policies, contain thousands of pages of 

sometimes contradictory requirements that make full compliance nearly impossible,” it said. “The 

procurement process can take so long that contracts are often overcome by events before 

completion.  The result is a stifling of innovation that can’t be capitalized on fast enough and 

barriers to entry for companies, Bidscale report.   

The Defense Innovation Board, which advises top Pentagon leaders on commercial sector 

innovation, called the web of regulations a “massive spaghetti code” in a report on how the 

acquisition process has become bogged down by layers of rules.  Today, the FAR is comprised of 

53 parts and more than 2,000 pages of regulatory requirements, many of which are essential to 

everyday business operations, including setting pay terms, identifying small-business affiliation or 

meeting labor requirements set forth in the Service Contract Act. 
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Statutes, agency FAR supplements, other agency regulations and other guidance documents may 

also apply. 

New rules come about as changes jointly proposed by the Department of Defense, the General 

Services Administration, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, acting on behalf 

of the Federal Acquisition Regulatory Council or the administrator of the Office of Federal 

Procurement Policy. 

These rules create little room for ambiguity and, in theory, an even playing field for competing 

contractors to earn the government’s dollar, the report said. 

Together, the FAR aims to “deliver on a timely basis the best value product or service to the 

customer,” though the report said it has sabotaged itself with a system of complicated policies. 

Executing the FAR is the job of nearly 40,000 contracting officers employed throughout the federal 

government. These members of the civil service leverage contracts to form relationships with over 

120,000 business entities and serve as the authority on acquisition regulation, a job that the report 

said has gotten more difficult. 

“Even the most seasoned contracting officers, backed by decades of experience and deep 

familiarity with the system, spend a larger portion of their time navigating administrative and 

compliance requirements rather than focusing more on strategic responsibilities,” the report said. 

Cameron Holt, who served as the deputy assistant secretary of the Air Force for acquisition, said in 

a 2020 interview with the National Contract Management Association that the government has so 

many laws that “contracting officers in the trenches can’t even follow them all because they 

actually start to conflict with each other.” 

 In 2020, the Office of Personnel Management assessed challenges facing the acquisition 

workforce. It found there was a general lack of qualified candidates, and that required training is 

expensive and time-consuming. Close to 7% of the federal government’s acquisition workforce is 

under 30 years old, said Lesley Field, deputy administrator for Federal Procurement Policy in the 

Office of Management and Budget, during the 2022 Professional Services Council acquisition 

conference.  

“A common theme among educational and technological organizations is that these 1102s are 

crucial players in redefining and accelerating federal procurement,” the report said. 

  

Food service contract award.  Sysco Baraboo LLC, Baraboo, Wisconsin, awarded a $42,000,000 

fixed-price with economic-price-adjustment, indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity contract for 

full-line food distribution. Using customers are Air National Guard, Marine Corps, Navy, and 

Coast Guard.  

  

A record number of Americans shopped online and in stores from Thanksgiving through 

Cyber Monday.  This according to the results of a National Retail Federation survey 
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out today.  The total grew by nearly 17 million, or 10%, from last year to 196.7 million this year 

over the five-dayperiod — the highest figure since tracking began in 2017. 

Consumers are releasing a secondary store of pent-up demand — both for physical goods as 

holiday travel, parties and gift-giving take over, and as in-person experiences return with COVID 

restrictions lifting.  

More than 122.7 million visited stores in person over the weekend, up 17% from last year, 

according to a survey of 3,326 adults conducted from Nov. 23 to Nov. 27.  The number of people 

who shopped online grew 2% from last year to 130.2 million.   Turnout over the past week 

"shattered our initial expectations by more than 30 million," NRF CEO Matt Shay told reporters 

this morning.  

Little dog perspective on big dogs.  Insight into grocery industry from a small independent 

grocery chain manager.  The testimony comes from a hearing examining the Competitive Impact 

of the Proposed Kroger-Albertsons Transaction.  Testimony of Michael Needler, CEO Fresh 

Encounter, Inc. on behalf of the National Grocers Association, Senate Committee on the Judiciary 

Subcommittee on Competition Policy, Antitrust, and Consumer Rights November 29, 2022 

“The view from where the independent grocer sits is this: competition in the grocery sector is 

suffering from increasing concentration and unchecked buyer power by dominant retail chains who 

force suppliers to discriminate against independent grocers. The result is a system that benefits a 

select few at the expense of everyone else, including consumers, workers, and independent retailers 

and producers. Consumers have a narrowing range of choices to shop for the goods and services 

they need; entrepreneurs and independent businesses struggle to start and sustain businesses; and 

producers such as farmers and ranchers are forced to accept unfavorable economic terms, 

conditions, and prices imposed by the largest members of a consolidated supply chain. Rural 

communities, which are heavily served by independent grocers, are hit particularly hard by the 

higher prices, reduced choices, and diminished competition.  

Although these problems are not new, the grocery power buyers have taken advantage of the 

COVID-19 pandemic to further entrench their economic power at the expense of smaller 

competitors and producers. Independent grocers like me struggled throughout the pandemic to 

stock must-have products—such as essentials like paper towels and toilet paper, cleaning supplies, 

and critical packaged foods like canned soup. Meanwhile, large national chains have exercised 

their buyer power to demand on-time, complete orders, and in some cases to secure excess supply.  

As a result, many independent retailers are forced to compete in an unfair playing field. A major 

reason is the Federal Trade Commission’s failure to enforce the Robinson-Patman Act, a law 

passed by Congress over 80 years ago to prohibit anticompetitive economic discrimination against 

independent businesses and allow the free market to work. If the Kroger-Albertsons merger goes 

forward, the grocery sector will have another massive player and the retail sector will become 

further consolidated. Enforcement of the Robinson-Patman Act will be even more critical to ensure 

a competitive grocery sector, especially in rural areas.  
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Taking a step back, please allow me to set the stage for what is at stake here. Grocery is an 

approximately trillion-dollar retail segment of the U.S. economy. There are about 38,000 

supermarkets across the country, employing approximately 5 million Americans. Independent 

grocers and wholesalers generate approximately 33 percent of American grocery sales, or $253 

billion in sales. The independent grocery sector generates 1.1 million jobs, $42 billion in wages, 

and $36 billion in taxes. According to the Food Industry Association, the supermarket industry as a 

whole invested over $24 billion due to COVID-19 to help keep our employees and customers safe.  

The size of independent grocery stores serving America’s communities varies widely. A store in an 

urban area like New York City may be 5,000 square feet, a store in small rural area of Colorado 

may be 20,000 square feet, while a grocery store in a Chicago suburb may be over 60,000 square 

feet. Independent grocers have diverse owners, diverse customers, and diverse locations.  

If a small rural town or a high-density urban neighborhood has a grocery store, chances are it is 

an independent grocer. Independent grocers cater to the communities they serve and have 

positively differentiated their businesses through their offerings, service, quality, and freshness of 

products, and by being a local business with a heart for the communities they serve. Many 

independent grocers are family-owned or employee-owned businesses that have been in business 

for generations. In many markets, we provide an outlet for small and local producers who are 

overlooked by the big players.  

Independent grocers are also strong competitors. In addition to price, independent grocers 

compete through food quality, variety, and availability; selection of healthy options; selection of 

locally produced foods; cleanliness; checkout speed; and availability of staff; as well as 

accessibility and convenience of location. To remain competitive and keep food prices as low as 

possible, independent grocers operate with a median net profit margin of about 0.7 percent, 

according to the 2020 Independent Grocers Financial Survey, ranking the grocery industry among 

the lowest in recorded net profitability.  

My own stores serve a broad spectrum of markets, ranging from rural communities to inner-city 

neighborhoods. In many cases, our departure from the markets would deprive that community of 

access to healthy and affordable food, creating a food desert. We operate under several banners, 

because my growth strategy has been built around acquiring similarly challenged independent 

retailers who have run out of time, energy or in some cases run out of money. When I was named 

President of Fresh Encounter in 2010, I was 28 years old. We had about 30 stores and we were 

facing very difficult decisions. Frankly, our back was against the wall. Our margins continued to 

experience pressure and our sales volumes were under constant siege. In many cases, we would see 

retail prices at the competition that were well below our acquisition costs. I determined that there 

was only one way to survive, and that was to grow.  

My thesis for growth was that it would give us the ability to buy better, spread our overhead over 

more stores and hopefully enable us to survive. I took a big risk, leveraged the company, and 

provided personal guarantees that we would be successful. We doubled our revenue with the 

acquisition of a struggling company operating in contiguous markets. Once we felt we had properly 

integrated with that company, we found ourselves again at the table working on saving a third 

company, and then again, a fourth company which was being sold in bankruptcy. With each 



transaction, our size, scale, and sophistication grew. In 2021 we acquired another 51 stores in the 

Tampa market under the Save a Lot banner. Our Save a Lot stores offer limited assortment grocery 

shopping in smaller footprints than our stores in Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky. That brings us to 

where we are today, 100 stores over four states, employing approximately 3,500 teammates.  

In spite of our growth and supply chain enhancement, and efficiencies of scope and scale we are 

still a small player among giants. The retail grocery playing field is increasingly dominated by a 

handful of national and international chains. Last year, Food and Water Watch estimated that the 

top four supermarket and warehouse chains comprise roughly 69 percent of the overall market. 

The top player is Wal-Mart, which alone captures more than one out of every three dollars that 

Americans spend on groceries. Kroger currently comes in at second at 13.9 percent while Costco 

(12.2 percent) and Albertsons (8.1 percent) round out the top four. Although market share 

calculations differ depending on how broadly the market is defined, the reality is that a small 

handful of companies hold tremendous power over consumers and the producers and 

manufacturers who grow and sell the food Americans eat every day. A combined Kroger and 

Albertsons at nearly a quarter (22 percent) of the national market only increases the influence that 

a few retailers have over the marketplace.  

Now, again, big isn’t always bad. As I said earlier, growth to achieve scale and efficiencies was 

our strategy to compete and thrive. So, I am not categorically against transactions in the grocery 

sector. However, the Kroger-Albertsons merger is on a different order of magnitude, so it warrants 

strong antitrust scrutiny.  

Let me be clear: we are agnostic on this transaction. But from my perspective, there are three key 

questions that the Federal Trade Commission and this Committee should ask in reviewing this 

merger:  

1.  Will the transaction give the combined Kroger-Albertsons anticompetitive “buyer power?”  

2.  Will the Kroger-Albertsons merger leave our local communities better off or worse off?  

3.  Will proposed store divestitures remedy potential anticompetitive effects of the proposed 

merger?  

The first question is whether the transaction would give Kroger-Albertsons anticompetitive “buyer 

power.”  

What do I mean by that? Well, the dominant grocery retailers have become so massive that they 

account for a majority of U.S. retail grocery spend. This makes them essential gatekeepers for 

America’s food suppliers. And it gives them the power to impose unfair and discriminatory 

conditions on independent competitors. When a grocery chain can, with a single email, grant or 

deny a food supplier’s access to a significant percent of American households it has the power to 

dictate terms and conditions to suppliers. When a customer can threaten that much of your sales in 

one stroke, you have to listen.  

They can get away with it because the dominant grocery retailers are not nearly as dependent on a 

particular supplier as the supplier is on the retailer. Think about it, even if a food supplier has a 



substantial number of products compared to the overall number of products for sale in any grocery 

store (in the tens of thousands), the total amount provided by a single manufacturer is only a 

fraction of a grocery retailer's sales. And a grocery power buyer often enjoys a choice between 

potential branded suppliers for a particular product in addition to selling its own, private-label 

versions of the same product. A dominant retailer has a substantial advantage over its suppliers in 

a negotiation because the risk for the retailer, if the supplier refuses its demands and no deal 

results, is substantially smaller than it is for the supplier. As a result, the power buyer can extract 

discriminatory terms—better prices, more favorable terms, and unfair allocations of products. And 

because Robinson-Patman has not been enforced, they often have to comply.  

The massive grocery chains with buyer power force suppliers to discriminate against independent 

grocers on price, terms, and product availability. For years, I have seen the dominant grocery 

chains receive exclusive access to certain products and product packaging and charge retail prices 

far below the wholesale prices I can get from suppliers. A few examples:  

• Price Discrimination—Price discrimination has taken many forms where we miss out on price 

promotions or packaging with a lower per unit cost. It also comes in the form of less favorable 

payment terms. For example, certain power buyers demand and receive “scan-based payment” 

terms for suppliers, meaning they only pay once a product has been scanned for final sale to a 

customer. Meanwhile, we pay for products upon receipt (or within a fixed period), shifting the risk 

that a product sits on the shelves to me. These terms provide significant advantages for dominant 

retailers, who in effect receive free credit on their purchases and can stock a greater diversity of 

products, without taking on any risk that the products will take time to sell or will not sell at all.  

• Package discrimination—Certain package sizes or promotional packaging is only offered to 

certain grocers, but not independents like myself. Some manufacturers have stopped supplying 

large package size version of products—that consumers associate with greater value—to 

independent grocers while providing them to big box retailers or club stores. In addition, dollar 

stores use its buyer power to demand “cheater size” products, which include smaller amounts in a 

package that can then be sold at a lower price. These “cheater size” products create a false 

impression among consumers that they are paying a lower price for the same product they see at 

independent grocers.  

Grocery chains with anticompetitive buyer power can demand treatment from suppliers that 

suppliers can’t afford to give to everyone. Remember, many food and consumer good suppliers 

have thin margins, too. To afford the treatment that their dominant customers demand, they have to 

shift those costs to customers who don’t have the power to make take-it-or-leave it offers to their 

suppliers. It’s like pushing down on one side of a waterbed. Pressure on one side just shifts the 

water to the other side of the bed.  

In September 2020 when I was struggling to get any supply for certain products on my shelves, 

Walmart sent a letter to suppliers demanding 98 percent on time, in full deliveries and threatened a 

penalty of 3 percent of the cost of goods sold on suppliers that failed to comply. So, suppliers did 

what they had to do to keep their lights on, they kept Walmart happy and passed the bill on to the 

independent grocer and the American consumer. In the current cycle of food price inflation and 

ongoing supply chain disruptions, this problem has only worsened. Again, just like a waterbed, 



power buyers’ squeeze on suppliers meant they had no choice but to limit product offerings and 

demand inflationary increases on their smaller customers. For us, inflation and supply chain 

challenges represent a threat to our business and our customers. For dominant chains, it 

represents an opportunity to gain even more market share.  

I want to address a few of myths about buyer power and economic discrimination against 

independent grocers:  

Myth number 1: The dominant chains get special treatment because they are more efficient. Not 

true. They buy by the truck load; I buy by the truckload. Achieving efficient scale was critical for 

my own business. And as I mentioned earlier, I determined that there was only one way to survive, 

and that was to grow. Like many independent grocers, we use two national wholesalers that 

together purchase approximately 30 billion of dollars of product from grocer suppliers every year. 

They aggregate the demand of thousands of independent grocery stores and handle logistics and 

distribution. For example, independent wholesalers operate highly efficient billion- dollar-plus 

warehouse facilities, just like the big chains. This allows independent grocers to achieve the same 

economies of scale that the dominant grocery firms boast about. Economic discrimination is about 

market power, not efficiency.  

Myth number 2: The dominant chains get special treatment because they are just better at moving 

product. In fact, the opposite is true. The pandemic brought this dramatically to light. My own 

stores’ growth dramatically outperformed my big box competitors’ stores, including Walmart’s, 

during COVID-19 on many products categories. I think a lot of consumers were looking to stay 

closer to home and appreciated our attention to customer service and efforts to keep them safe. And 

we have great prices and customer service every day, pandemic, or no pandemic. Yet suppliers 

would not give us fair allocation of product. Isn’t it a just little suspicious that suppliers were 

favoring the underperformers, who just happen to be the partners that they can’t refuse?  

Myth number 3: Economic discrimination is ok because the dominant chains will pass through the 

savings and at least their customers will get the lowest prices. Wrong again. The big grocery 

chains don’t offer low prices out of the goodness of their hearts. They offer low prices for the same 

reason we do: to compete and win customers. When their independent competitors get driven out of 

business, or compete with higher costs, the big chains face weaker or no competition. What do they 

do? They just increase their margins and charge higher prices. Independent wholesalers have 

crunched the numbers and it verifies what common sense tells you: in markets where the big chains 

face no grocery competition, they charge higher prices to the consumer. All consumers lose from 

anticompetitive economic discrimination against independent grocers.  

Now you will no doubt hear that curbing inflation is a reason why Kroger and Albertsons need to 

get together to become an even more powerful buyer than either is on its own. But again, that can 

only happen if it faces robust local competition—particularly from independent grocers who offer 

innovative and locally-tailored offerings that the big box chains don’t provide. If economic 

discrimination continues to raise independent grocers’ costs, at some point they can’t hang on and 

they no longer act as a competitive check on the big chains.  



Indeed, since March 2020 price discrimination has gotten even worse, which has exacerbated 

inflation. Suppliers eliminated promotional allowances to independent grocery stores on many 

products. In many cases, promotional spend has not come back or has come back at only reduced 

levels. As a result, independents weren’t able to offer the in store promotional prices that our 

customers expect. Rural areas are disproportionately hit by discriminatory inflation because 

independents serve those communities. But that was only half of the problem. Although suppliers 

ended promotional allowances to independents, they did not change their every-day- low-price 

programs with the dominant chains. While our wholesale prices went up, the big chains’ wholesale 

prices stayed the same.  

When independent stores close, they also leave behind gaping holes in local communities – called 

food deserts. But this does not impact all communities equally. Independents largely serve rural 

communities and inner cities. That means when independents can’t compete, or compete with a 

higher cost base, consumers in places like small rural towns in the West, Midwest, and South will 

be disproportionately impacted. Those regions have some of the strongest traditions of service by 

independent, local grocery stores and chains today. But that’s at risk without enforcement of the 

antitrust laws like the Robinson Patman Act, which will be even more critical if the Kroger-

Albertsons transaction goes forward.  

The other way local and regional areas could be worse off is if the merger results in increased 

concentration throughout the grocery supply chain. When the big grocery chains drive out 

independent competitors, it increases concentration in grocery retail markets. This increases the 

buyer power of the dominant grocery companies. But it drives greater consolidation upstream in 

the grocery supply chain as well. Power buyers’ demands on suppliers for lower costs are forcing 

consolidation among food and consumer goods manufacturers. A 2021 investigation by the 

Guardian newspaper found that 79 percent of the groceries in a basket of 61 everyday types of food 

and drink are being sold by four companies or fewer.  

In addition to reduced product choice and increased prices for independent grocers and their 

consumers, greater concentration can result in anticompetitively low prices paid to independent 

producers, such as ranchers and farmers. Because of their bargaining leverage, dominant retailers 

can and do aggressively drive down the prices they pay to farmers, ranchers, and other suppliers. 

The result is that dominant retailers are capturing a greater and greater share of each consumer 

dollar spent on food, while suppliers are forced to lower the prices they pay to farmers, and market 

participants throughout the supply chain have less money to invest in expanding their businesses. 

All of this has a devastating impact on rural communities.  

We’ve all seen how important a diversified food ecosystem is, especially in the face of the 

pandemic. Allowing a few players to exert power will result in a less diverse food system. Again, 

rural communities have the most to lose because many local and regional producers—like the ones 

we have successfully partnered with at Fresh Encounter—are located there. Concentration also 

makes the food supply chain less resilient and more vulnerable to disruption and shortages. As 

concentration among suppliers has increased, grocery manufacturing has also been consolidated. 

As a result, a smaller number of individual factories—built on a massive scale—have become 

critical lynchpins in the supply chain. Closures of just a handful of meatpacking plants led to food 



shortages, and outbreaks at other food processing and dairy facilities continue to threaten future 

shortages.  

The third important question to ask is whether the merger and proposed divestitures that Kroger 

and Albertsons make would address these any of these issues.  

As Kroger and Albertsons acknowledge, there are many communities across the country that both 

companies serve. As I understand it, the companies’ proposal is to divest the stores into a vehicle 

called “SpinCo” that would operate between 100 and 375 stores. Although that sounds like a large 

number, it’s really not when one considers the size of the combined company. The Federal Trade 

Commission needs to carefully investigate whether divestitures can remedy local, regional, and 

national competitive harms—including the creation of anticompetitive buyer power. This includes 

looking all the markets where there is an overlap and determining in what areas the stores need to 

be divested to address local effects. The FTC must conduct a market-by- market analysis down to 

the street-corner level to ensure that the combination doesn’t harm consumers and leave 

communities vulnerable.  

Once the Federal Trade Commission has identified the full set of local markets that require 

divestitures to preserve competition, it will need to very carefully vet the buyer or buyers of the 

assets to ensure that the divested stores are able to maintain local competition. As I well know, 

operating a grocery store chain of that size is incredibly challenging for the reasons I’ve talked 

about today, including economic discrimination imposed by power buyers. The combined Kroger-

Albertsons would have nearly 5,000 stores—more than ten to fifty times larger than the SpinCo. I 

can tell you from personal experience the SpinCo won’t have the kind of bargaining leverage with 

suppliers that the power buyers have.  

Making these stores into a strong competitor isn’t going to be a Wall Street lark. Who the owners 

of the SpinCo are will be very important to these stores’ success or failure. They should have deep 

experience in the industry and be prepared to make further investments in these stores and the 

communities in which they operate. We believe that divested stores will be more likely to succeed in 

the hands of strategic buyers rather than under the consolidated ownership of SpinCo. Stores 

should be sold to existing grocery operators that know how to effectively compete as small or mid-

sized chains.  

The failure of the divestiture required by the Federal Trade Commission in the Safeway- Albertsons 

merger is a cautionary tale. The buyer of 146 of the 168 divested stores filed for bankruptcy shortly 

after it acquired the stores. Many of the stores were closed at least temporarily, and some were 

closed permanently. A number of the stores were reacquired by Albertsons after the bankruptcy. All 

of this was tremendously disruptive to consumers, workers, and the local communities served by 

these stores. And of course, the failure of the divestiture meant that the remedy for a potentially 

anticompetitive merger failed.  

The consumer benefits when there is competition. Healthy competition forces all of us to get better. 

We can all agree though that when the rules are fair, the best players will play, and compete. We 

can win in retail grocery by offering service, quality, technology solutions, great shopping 

experiences and many more delightful attributes. However, when the rules of the game are not 



enforced, and those with the largest budgets dictate the rules of supply, then the smaller players 

will not be provided a fair opportunity to compete on the highest consumer decision point – price. 

Unfortunately, this ultimately ends poorly for the consumer as the smaller firms exit. Without true 

price competition, consumers ultimately pay more at the grocery checkout.  

The number of independent grocers in America is declining due to the relentless economic 

discrimination and concentration imposed by dominant grocery chains with buyer power. When 

independent grocers leave, small towns begin to fall apart, and our government spends billions 

trying to reverse the food deserts that form.  

It's too late after the independent grocers leave. Prevention through antitrust enforcement is the 

only way to stop this erosion. The Federal Trade Commission and Department of Justice need to 

dust off tools like the Robinson-Patman Act to protect the free market, independent businesses, the 

food supply chain, and America’s consumers. This Committee should also consider updating 

Robinson-Patman to address its enforcement challenges and to ensure the law reflects the modern 

economic realities of grocery retailing.” 

 

Best regards, 

Steve Rossetti 

  

  

 


